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Data collection is key for our AI powered Multi Sensor 
Gateway and to any AI effort. The team has walked 
over one million steps this year in support of that effort. 
To make that activity more efficient we have developed 
specialized tools to allow us to collect data quickly. Patriot 
One is collecting this data to further enhance our AI in five 
different labs in North America.

We had the successful release of our smart Multi 
Sensor Gateway 1.0 (MSG 1.0) Fastlane in August and 
first deployments in multiple locations. Under optimal 
environmental conditions, MSG 1.0 Fastlane shows 
outstanding results:

Long Gun and Handgun detection in Fastlane setup without 
backpacks and clutter is over 98% and allows smartphones, 
keys and wallets to be carried through the Multi-Sensor 
Gateway System.

Ongoing rapid development for MSG 2.0 solution for 
cluttered environments. We achieved very good results 
with the first prototype systems and collected a lot of data 
for different real live scenarios. The next generation leading 
edge smart AI powered Multi Sensor Gateway is moving into 
the next phase as we close in on our goal to detect threats 
in bags with high accuracy. Testing and data collection 
continues in our Canadian labs (X-lab = Vancouver, Y-lab = 
Toronto and Z-lab = Fredericton) to collect even more data 
for classification and annotation to build the most reliable 
and robust AI powered detection system on the market.

Successful ramp up of our supply chain to fulfil upcoming 
orders. We are dealing with the challenging global supply 
situation that is impacted by Covid-19 but so far we had 
only a few delivery shortages and we have been able to 
recover fast as we build the supply chain completely in 
North America (Canada and USA).

PATSCAN 2.0 PLATFORM RELEASE IS TARGETED 
FOR MID-OCTOBER AND ON TRACK.

Minor PATSCAN release focused primarily on delivering 
users more seamless workflows withing the PATSCAN UI 
as well as overall system stability.

• Introduced PATSCAN Dashboards, providing users 
quick insights into both system status (health and 
wellness) as well as monitoring outputs (where 
should you be looking) 

PATRIOT ONE TECHNOLOGIES
Q3 – 2020 R&D AND OPERATIONS UPDATE

http://www.patriot1tech.com
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• Improved screening workflows that allow users to select the 
types of information they want / need to see from any video feed 
they are monitoring.

• Sensor connect/reconnect logic has been improved to better handle 
lower reliability network links and cameras.

• Improved EBT (Body Temperature) screening cadence from 800/
hour/IR camera to 1,800 / hour / IR camera.

• 25% increase in system capacity of video feeds for up to 60 cameras 
per gold server.

• Improved sensor management including tabular views of sensors.  
Especially important for larger scale systems.

The VRS team is happy to report that our one-year Canadian Digital 
Supercluster project is now in full swing building towards our Pandemic 
Management Toolkit.  This project includes development of sophisticated 
new innovations around using commodity-based thermal cameras to detect 
elevated temperatures using AI. The goal of this research is to develop 
computer vision models that are not dependent on the absolute temperature 
as reported by the camera, which is often too wide a variance for use in 
such applications. Other features include improving the throughput of our 
screening systems, including the highlighting of areas with the highest 
proportions of persons not adhering to pandemic management policies 
like mask wearing and social distancing requirements. The first versions of 
these new techniques will be delivered to five select locations by the end of 
November 2020. 

Patriot One hired Blair Melton as new SVP for Sales and we are adjusting 
our sales strategy slightly to include direct sales specialists for bigger sales 
and partner opportunities.

Blair is an expert in building sales organizations, processes, and strategy 
to accelerate revenue growth.  He has served in VP and Director roles with 
global experience at numerous start-up and large technology companies 
such as Harris Corp. and Hexagon.  

SALES AND MARKETING UPDATE

Patriot One sales and marketing efforts continue to target key segments with 
promotions around the PATSCAN health safety solutions (VRS-T Thermal 
Elevated Body Temperature Identification and VRS-HS Face Mask Identification), 
as well as physical visible and concealed weapon detection solutions (VRS-W 
and MSG1.0).   The Company continues to see success in driving brand and 
product awareness and leads through its marketing campaigns for schools and 
casinos & resorts, both of which are slowly opening as measures to mitigate the 
threat of the pandemic improve.   In addition, the reseller partners are responding 
to opportunities, as these two areas - schools and resorts - open up, as well as 
offices, retail and manufacturing re-openings.  

With the addition of Blair Melton, SVP of Sales starting in August, the sales 
team is looking to grow with additional regional sales managers in the US and 
Canada.  The team is excited with the abundance of qualified candidates who 
have deep experience in the security space.

Like many corporations around the 
world, it has been challenging for Patriot 
One to service our customers since the 
onset of the COVID-19 global pandemic 
and the mandates of shelter at home 
around the world, which all began in 
March 2020.  Instead of slowing down, 
the Company took this opportunity to 
use its existing capabilities to provide 
solutions to assist other businesses 
safely re-open with our Health Safety 
Solutions - VRS-T and VRS-HS.  
 
Overall, our key focus this year has 
been the de-risking of the cutting 
edge technologies that we employ to 
allow for full commercial release of the 
PATSCAN Platform.   The Company 
has identified opportunities to service 
public and private sectors with the 
Platform to help mitigate the risks 
of this pandemic, as well as other 
physical threats to business continuity 
and public health.  This year, we began 
commercial sales and deployments 
of the PATSCAN in several sports 
stadiums, schools, manufacturing 
plants, and business enterprises. 
Additionally our Xtract team have been 
heavily involved in the development of 
new tools for Public Health Canada, 
including for Covid-19 response, as 
well as winning exciting new contracts 
with National Defence Canada.
 
In addition, we began transitioning to a 
highly experienced C-Suite with skills 
and track records in taking startups 
into the high growth phase, while also 
expanding our sales and operations 
teams to scale quickly as we move 
into operation at scale.   We anticipate 
announcing my replacement before 
the AGM meeting on Tuesday, 
November 24, 2020.
 
Until then, thank you for your continued 
support.  I see great things ahead for 
Patriot One, as we close this calendar 
year and head into 2021.

CEO CORNER
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT/SALES

The Business Development team continues to drive 
business forward by promoting and demonstrating the latest 
new additions to the Patriot MSG Platform. We have had 
many discussions regarding the latest pandemic response 
requirements and what the future of people flow and 
screening individuals would look like. What is evident from 
the discussions, organizations do not jeopardize security 
for health and safety screening. Touchless screening is 
now a requirement, so Patriot has been working hard to 
demonstrate how the PATSCAN platform can accommodate 
these new security and health and safety requirements.
 
In addition to promoting the new capabilities, Patriot’s 
business development team has been working hard on 
securing strategic partnerships that will ultimately help 
reinforce the sales pipeline as we start to re-emerge from 
the Covid-19 crisis. These partnerships include Gulfnet in 
the Middle East and Paladin Security in Canada and the 
US, just to name a couple. Other partnerships will provide 
access to a cross section of market sectors allowing for 
Patriot to demonstrate various types of deployments and 
use cases. We are also now receiving follow up enquiries 
from previous clients we had been working with prior to 
Covid-19. This is encouraging as it demonstrates that some 
companies are now returning to normal business practices. 

INVESTOR RELATIONS UPDATE

As with most corporations around the world, Covid-19 
and shelter-from-home mandates have had an impact on 
Patriot One’s business. However, the company did achieve 
revenue during the year. In fact, FY Q4, 2020 revenues 
were $0.4 million ending July 31, 2020 as compared to $nil 
for the same period in 2019. Where FY 2020 revenue was 
$2.1 million for the year ending July 31, 2020, compared to 
$nil for the year ended July 31, 2019 as Patriot One began 
the commercialization of its PATSCAN Platform. 

Some key highlights during the year included: Q1:  
Acquisiiton of artificial intelligence company Xtract 
Technologies, Q3: recorded first PATSCAN Platform 
revenues related to the deployment through the Innovation 
Solutions Canada (“ISC”) Build in Canada Innovation 
Program (“BCIP”), and Q4: Canada’s Digital Technology 
Supercluster awarded up to  $4.5 million for the company’s 
health safety solutions, and the launch of a marketing 
program introducing the commercialized PATSCAN VRS-W: 
Weapon Detection, VRS-HS: Facial Mask Detection for 
Health Safety Compliance and VRS-T: Thermal Elevated 
Body Temperature Identification video analytics solutions.   
PAT’s FY 2020 & Q4 Financials can be found on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com. 
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Q3, 2020 MEDIA & PRESS COVERAGE (JULY - SEPTEMBER)

Venues
Now

Patriot One Adds Stadium to Roster July
2020

Cincinnati
Business 
Courier

New security technology deployed by Reds, city will secretly detect 
knives and guns

August
2020

Tech it Out
w/ Marc
Saltzman

Tech to Keep Us Safe: Learn About Threat Detection Systems August
2020

International 
Security 
Journal

ISJ International Security Journal July
2020

International
Security
Journal

ISJ International Security Journal: Patriot One to Deploy Patscan 
Platform with City of Cincinnati

July
2020

Professional 
Security 
Magazine

Technology and tracing COVID-19 August
2020

Source-
Security

Patriot One Technologies Inc. Announces The Appointment Of Karen 
Hersh As The Company’s New Chief Financial Officer

September 
2020

International 
Security 
Journal

Stadium Security August
2020

International 
Security 
Journal

Patriot One Hires Karen Hersh as Chief Financial Officer September 
2020

Source-
Security

Smart Cities: Deploying Threat Detection Platforms August
2020

TechRound The Rise of AI-Enabled Threat Detection: How Technology Can 
Combat Terrorism

September 
2020

Source-
Security

How Innovations In Security Can Increase Freedom And Protect 
Lives In Our Communities

August
2020

https://venuesnow.com/patriot-one-adds-stadium-to-roster/
https://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2020/08/07/reds-city-new-tech.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2020/08/07/reds-city-new-tech.html
https://www.spreaker.com/user/10614200/aug-08-09_1
https://digital.internationalsecurityjournal.com/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=50241fbc-73e1-449f-a844-876f37bb1ce3
https://internationalsecurityjournal.com/patriot-one-to-deploy-patscan-platform-with-city-of-cincinnati/
https://internationalsecurityjournal.com/patriot-one-to-deploy-patscan-platform-with-city-of-cincinnati/
https://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/products/integrated-systems/technology-and-tracing-covid-19/http://www.professionalsecurity.co.uk/products/integratedsystems/technology-and-tracing-covid-19/
https://www.sourcesecurity.com/news/patriot-technologies-karen-hersh-chief-financial-officer-co-14836-ga.1597219719.html?utm_source=Notification%20Emails&utm_medium=email
https://www.sourcesecurity.com/news/patriot-technologies-karen-hersh-chief-financial-officer-co-14836-ga.1597219719.html?utm_source=Notification%20Emails&utm_medium=email
https://digital.internationalsecurityjournal.com/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=f195cea9-e174-4b0a-bdba-979da7111ea7
https://internationalsecurityjournal.com/patriot-one-hires-karen-hersh-as-chief-financial-officer/
https://www.sourcesecurity.com/insights/smart-cities-deploying-threat-detection-platforms-co-14836-ga.1599050849.html
https://techround.co.uk/tech/the-rise-of-ai-enabled-threat-detection-how-technology-can-combat-terrorism/
https://techround.co.uk/tech/the-rise-of-ai-enabled-threat-detection-how-technology-can-combat-terrorism/
https://www.sourcesecurity.com/insights/innovations-security-increase-freedom-protect-lives-co-14836-ga.16008595544.html
https://www.sourcesecurity.com/insights/innovations-security-increase-freedom-protect-lives-co-14836-ga.16008595544.html
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    2021 TARGETED EVENTS & CONFERENCES

ISC West:   March 2021 

2nd Annual Tribal Security Symposiums @ El Cajon, Calif. - October 28-29

CTX  Counter Terrorism Expo / London: May 2021 

NASRO School Resource Officer Conference - June 2021 

International Security Expo @ London September 2021

IACP Conference - October 2021 

International Security East @ New York, November 2021
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https://www.iscwest.com
https://www.ctexpo.co.uk
https://www.nasro.org/conference-landing-pages/conference-landing-page/conference-information/
https://www.theiacp.org
https://www.nasro.org/conference-landing-pages/conference-landing-page/conference-information/
https://www.ctexpo.co.uk
https://www.iscwest.com
https://www.theiacp.org

